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00:00:00.000 

00:00:01.710 

Emily Hamilton: Oh my gosh, I can see the transcript. [laughs] 

Jason Hovarter: Sweet. 

00:00:10.460  

EH: All Right. I have intro questions. 

JH: Sounds good. 

EH: So, they may seem obvious, but just go with it. 

JH: Yeah. Will do. 

00:00:21.000 

EH: What's your name? 

JH: My name is Jason Hovarter. 

00:00:26.610 

EH: What are your pronouns? 

JH: My pronouns are he/him. 

00:00:30.780 

EH: How do you identify? 

JH: I identify as a straight male. 

00:00:37.790 

EH: Do you have any intersecting identities? 

JH: I do not. 

00:00:44.270 

EH: Okay. Do you want to share a fun fact about yourself? 

JH: A fun fact is that I've broken both of my wrists. 

00:00:54.610 

EH: Cool. [thumbs up] Have you heard of any controversies having to do with the queer 

community during your time at Stout? 



JH: I guess other than the Prevea thing and the, I guess religious guy on the on the street with 

other groups of people surrounding, other than those two incidents is not really. I've not really 

heard much about it on campus. 

00:01:30.800 

EH: Did you get involved in the- with that religious guy? Did you get involved and sort of the 

like- 

JH: I guess what I did- I didn't get involved with him. I heard about I guess that there was a 

big crowd over at the MSC [Memorial Student Center] and so I- I guess I took a detour when 

I had to go to one of my classes and I stopped by, and I saw what was happening a little bit. I 

saw like the groups of people forming, I guess on one side the street with the I guess Trump 

flags and then the other I guess that more of the LGTPQ- LGBTQI+ people with their flags 

and then saying like honk if you support. 

EH: Yeah. 

JH: So that's pretty much all I saw and then I went to class and when I came back everything 

was gone so. 

EH: Yeah, yeah, I’m the same I was just in the library. I was like I'm not getting involved. 

JH: Yeah. 

00:02:31.190 

EH: Were you personally affected by any of the controversies? Whether in the- 

JH: Like with the- with the guy? 

EH: Both of them: Prevea and the guy. 

JH: I guess with- with the guy and the controversy surrounding him I wasn't, I guess, that 

affected by it just because I chose not to get involved with it. But, I guess I knew a lot of 

people on both sides of it that were truly affected by both of it. So, like I saw like more of the 

side of like the people with the LGBTQIA, I saw more of their side. And like I knew people 

on the other side with the Trump flags, and I guess the people that were over there didn't 

really surprise me just because I knew that they're not great people to begin with and that 

didn't really surprise me seeing them over there. As far as the Prevea, the trans healthcare, 

that stuff doesn't really, I guess involve me too much, but like I guess the birth control and 

yeah, there's stuff that does a little bit and like the little things that that go into like basic 

healthcare like kind of affects me. Yeah, I like to say luckily, I haven't been sick too much, 

but here I am with COVID at my house, so it hasn't affected me too much with that, so. 

EH: You've answered the second question already. 

JH: Okay, sounds good. 

00:04:14.750 

EH: Yeah. You already said that. Okay. If- so, even if it like anything that didn't affect you, 



or like anything that you've notice, how do you think that it impacted the LGBTQ+ 

community on campus? Like in what way do you think they were affected? 

JH: Absolutely. I think starting with the- the guy on the street, definitely it impacted them. It 

impacted the community I feel like in both a positive and negative way, just because I feel 

like it brought the community together on such short notice just because they didn't know the 

guy was coming and the fact that there was a huge crowd and like they were able to get signs 

and like have people honk and like have people support the community. I feel like that was 

definitely a like a bonus and a benefit just because like it was such short notice. 

EH: Yeah. 

JH: I also think that it hurt the community a lot just because of like when the police came that 

apparently the police were doing their part of keeping everything civil and everything like 

that and then just seeing students that have Trump flags and like just the way that they 

vocalized their words, I know that it wasn't in the best of like both parties and so like that 

definitely didn't leave a positive impact for the LGBTQIA+ community and it's just like I 

said, I knew the people on- I knew some people on the side with the Trump flags and like it 

was unfortunate that- that that's the way that they chose and that's the side they chose and the 

words that they chose to vocalize were not kind words. And so, I just think that definitely 

didn't leave a positive impact on the people- on- on the community in general and then with 

the Prevea side it's definitely been a struggle, but I feel like the community ended up- The 

fact that we got writing out of the trans care and I know that, and it's unfortunate that they 

can't get trans care right now for like new people and that that's definitely going to be hearing 

the community for a little bit because like I'm not really sure if they- could they say in writing 

by January 1st, 2023? But I'm not sure if that's truly going to get there in time, and I just hope 

that it does, and so I think until we reach that point, the community might be- it's definitely 

not, but I feel like the community might be suffering a little bit or not suffering. I'm not sure 

if suffering is the right word, but like, definitely not a good place until that hits again. Just 

because I know where we- where we were with the trans healthcare, we were one of the best 

ones in the state, and so there's definitely something we could boast about. But the same time, 

we can definitely take full advantage of and as of right now, we can't do that as well as we 

could. 

EH: Yeah, thanks that was a really good answer. 

JH: Thank you. 

00:07:34.360 

EH: Do you feel like either of those have been resolved? I mean, I know that you like delved 

into a little bit with Prevea stuff, how it's sort of not really resolved, but do you feel like- do 

you feel like it's sort of been resolved around the like religious guy? Do you think that's sort 

of been fixed, or? 

JH: I feel like- So, I feel like they religious guy, he left a huge cut and we're still trying 

healing- we're still healing through that right now because a cut that deep is it takes time to 

heal, and I feel like overall we're doing- like the community is doing a good job and healing 



and making sure that something happens like that again- the amount of people that came out 

the first time I feel like there’d be more people coming up the second time just because it 

happened once and so there's now exposure to what could happen for that to happen again. 

But I think- Can you- Can you repeat the question one more time please? [laughs] 

00:08:36.130 

EH: Just like, do you feel like it was resolved by the- by Stout? Like do you think they did 

everything they could to resolved it? 

JH: I'm not sure how much Stout can do just because it is a public university and- 

EH: Yeah. 

JH: Obviously like it sucks because with a guy like he vocalized his [air quote] First 

Amendment right like good for him. Saying this stuff that he said, I'm not sure if that is- you 

know- what's- what's considered hate speech? That's always the question that pops up, and I 

just wish like if he was going to vocalize his words that he would do it in a kinder, kinder 

manner. And like you take in considerations his actions just because like- just because he 

thinks it's right, it doesn't mean it is right. Obviously like that's kind of what the just of 

everything is in today's society within the US. I, like, that's what I feel like. But I think 

overall as- As long as people keep in mind while others are thinking and like as long as they-

in my- like as long as they preached positivity and like they don't hurt people on purpose I 

feel like it's okay and I feel like I feel like he's going to come back next semester, I just do. 

That's- that's something I think is going to happen. I think Stout is going to have to take better 

care of it. So do I think it's resolved no. 

EH: Okay. 

JH: But I think that the community is going to come together stronger than they did before. 

00:10:11.350 

EH: Okay, is there anything that you think Stout did do well after like the religious guy came 

on, like after he'd left, at least? 

JH: I feel like Stout in general, having people show up to the event, I feel like that's a 

positive. The words that were spread, I don't think that was a positive, but I just having 

people there in general. I guess from multiple different parties that was encouraging just 

because they could see like a lot of different people's point of views. It was just- 

EH: But like the university is an entity like, not the students. 

JH: Not the students?  

EH: The actual university. 

JH: I guess I'm not really sure what the university really did- other than- because I know the 

police came. But that's about all I know, like I don't know because I’m just, yeah- [shrugs] 

EH: [unclear] stuff, like that part? 

JH: Okay, yeah. I don't really know what the university entirely did during that part. 



00:11:19.280 

EH: What advice would you give administrators to help resolve a controversy if one comes 

up again in the future, whether it be the same man coming back, a different kind of like 

religious people or something different entirely, just a different problem? Do you think that's 

something administrators could do that would be possible? 

JH: That's a very good question. I guess, I would have- I think administration should have 

more say for what students think in general just because I feel like as like a student at Stout, 

there's not a lot that we hear about because if we hear something, it's usually in the general 

mass email that gets thrown away pretty quickly or if something happens like students don't 

really hear much on campus and so- 

EH: Yeah. 

JH: I mean, I guess. 

EH: Communication would be- 

JH: Communication would be one thing and then like if there is a count- like if there's a big 

controversy and like if it's hard for administration to try and figure out what's right, then I 

think that the students so try and have a say in it just because it's hard to say what's best for 

students when students don't have to say anything because they're the ones being affected the 

most out of it and- 

EH: Okay, so you feel like you- like students should have more of a voice? 

JH: I- I- I feel like they should yes. 

EH: Okay, that's cool. 

JH: How to do so? I'm not sure and I want to say it's up to the administration to say but that’s 

kind of counterproductive. But I just feel like student should have more to say. 

00:13:09.400 

EH: Okay, I get that. Is there anything else that you feel like you want to add to this 

conversation or- 

JH: Not that I can think of. 

EH: Cool, then that was really interesting. Thank you, Jason. 

JH: Yeah, you're welcome. I hope everything checks out and like if you have any other 

questions, I'll be able to answer them. 

EH: Yeah, totally. Thank you. 

JH: Cool. [thumbs up] Thank you. 

 

END 

00:13:37.050 


